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ABOUT LYPPARD AUSTRALIA LTD
LYPPARD AUSTRALIA LIMITED is a leading national veterinary supplies
wholesaler to the Australian and export market.
Built upon a reputation for excellence in customer satisfaction and providing
a same day delivery service.
Lyppard’s mission is to provide veterinary clients with quality products
and service at a competitive price supported by professional, reliable and
personalised attention.
With branches in Melbourne, Sydney, Brisbane, Townsville, Perth, Adelaide
and a dedicated export department they satisfy requests for product to all
corners of the globe.
All Lyppard branches warehouse products in accordance with the
manufacturer’s storage specifications, with optimum stock holdings in all
branches to guarantee supply. Strict stock control is maintained to ensure
fast and accurate order fulfilment of over 23,000 lines.
Employing approximately 100 professional and dedicated staff, and the
promise of a level of service that exceeds expectations, Lyppard chose the
Ausvantage ERP suite and IT services from Uniware to meet their ever
changing needs.

industry
Veterinary Wholesale

Challenge
Integration of corporate acquisition
increasing turnover by 330% to
become a leading national wholesaler
to the veterinary market.

Solution
Implementation of AusVantage
ERP suite and e-commerce systems
managed by Uniware Professional
Services Organisation.

Results
• Significant efficiency		
improvement			

• Warehouse utilisation, picking
“We have a fairly dynamic operation, with
performance and accuracy
over 23000 product lines and in excess
improved over 40%		
of 500 orders a day and until recently, a
		
headache of a whole lot of paperwork. The
• Cultural and barriers to change
difference has been that Uniware’s barremoved			
coding has enabled us to make a quantum
leap to a paperless system”
• Communication & other IT costs
reduced by 50%			
Brian Oakley
Managing Director
• Decision making ability vastly
improved with easy access to
consolidated data with drill down
to branch and profit centre level
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THE CHALLENGES FOR LYPPARD AUSTRALIA
The business formerly known as Provet Supplies (Vic) Ltd, keen to expand
their Victorian and South Australian distribution activity to the National
stage, developed the opportunity to acquire the national business of a
prominent competitor Lyppard Holdings Ltd in late 2005.
The new merged business renamed as Lyppard Australia Limited
commenced trading in October 2005.
Managing Director Mr Brian Oakley whilst aware of the many challenges
to be overcome remained focussed on the enormous opportunities this
presented to the business, the shareholders and the staff.
Intuitively he recognised that a commonality of business process and data
in all locations would enable the speediest introduction of efficiencies in
all sales and warehouse locations whilst delivering economies of scale
to the National administration enabling the accurate measurement of
performance at all levels.
Cognizant that he did not wish to inherit the large I.T. overheads of the
acquired business and aware that Provet had no internal I.T. resources.
Brian made the decision to outsource his entire I.T. requirement to a trusted
single source provider to manage the integration of the business onto a
common, efficient and stable platform.
Uniware Pty Ltd was selected as this partner. A project team comprised of
key stakeholders at Lyppard and Uniware was formed to plan and execute
the strategy.

BACKGROUND TO I.T. SYSTEMS
Prior to the acquisition, Provet Supplies (Vic) Ltd were running the business
on the Distrib/Pick ERP(Enterprise Resource Planning) system. This system
whilst deemed to be highly efficient and easy to use by both management
and staff was perceived to have some issues for the moving forward strategy.
These being; acceptance and adoption by new employees of the merged
business due to its “Green Screen” interface and; the adaptability to new
technologies to support the requirements of E-commerce and integration
with Veterinary Practice management applications as demanded by
Customers.
Lyppard Holdings Ltd at the time of acquisition were using the SAP system.
This system, with a high cost of ownership, inefficient business processes
and associated hefty telecommunication costs for the National Private
Network, had not enhanced the business. Thus was dismissed by Brian
Oakley as a suitable platform to move forward with.
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value
“Uniware provides SME’s in the Supply
chain, Manufacturing and Services
sectors with ERP solutions to manage
business processes. With added value
services such as IT infrastructure, Web
Services and Ecommerce, Uniware is
an end to end IT source satisfying our
clients needs to enhance enterprise
productivity, mitigate commercial risk
and reduce capital expenditure.”
Uniware is a complete IT solution
provider offering the following:

•
•
•
•
•
•

AusVantage ERP
SCM/ MRP/ CRM
IT infrastructure
E-business
Web services
Internet Services

As Your Business Partner We deliver:

• Integated software solutions		
• Quality Implementations			
• Reliable Support				
• Quick turnaround Development 		

times					
				
• High Service Levels

“Uniware are proactive, as a customer,
we are not left behind with changes
in technology. I treat them as my I.T.
department and talk with them like
they are part of our company. “
Brian Oakley
Managing Director
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REALISING THE OPPORTUNITIES
Brian Oakley and the project team were committed to providing the
Shareholders with the quickest possible return on investment and
implementing efficient, measurable and replicable processes in the most
cost effective and timely manner.
To meet these commitments it was decided to move all operational
and administrative process to the AusVantage ERP suite from Uniware
operating on IBM’s Unidata Database Management System with key
target dates set within the implementation plan. These targets comprised
logistical, I.T. infrastructure, ERP system implementation, and E-commerce
enablement.
The most significant step was to have all locations processing on the new
Ausvantage ERP suite within 3 months of merging the businesses. This
was achieved with the last branch coming on line in January 2006.
Uniware’s I.T. services organisation managed the change from an Expensive
Private Network to a stable and efficient Virtual Private Network reducing
overall voice and data costs by 50%.
The cultural challenges and fears of implementing a new ERP system
were quickly overcome when, during training sessions, the system users
identified the significantly reduced number of steps to manage customer
orders to fulfilment making it easier for them to meet their KPI’s.
Indeed the overall ease of use and process efficiency of the system, when
compared to the old time intensive methods, was well received by all.

LYppard today and tomorrow
Today; Lyppard operate a highly efficient business processing over 200,000
order lines each month with a turnover of approximately $150,000,000 per
annum and continuing to capture market share.
Approximately 25% of orders are received electronically from the web
ordering system, integrated Vet Practice systems and PDA devices. On-line
ordering continues to grow steadily.
Orders are processed in all locations on the wireless and paperless
Ausvantage Warehouse module.
Tomorrow; Lyppard Australia Limited is well positioned for continued
growth both organic and through acquisition.
Brian recently commented to his board “we have now squeezed all possible
efficiencies within the business and it is now time to take the next step.”
Lyppard is now seeking to replicate this success with further
acquisitions and the systems are all in place to facilitate this
corporate agility.
“Uniware is a very innovative company to deal with, they are
constantly improving their products and Services. Their support
is excellent, you talk to real people. They are very professional. I
believe they are great value for our business.”
Brian Oakley
Managing Director
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AusVantage - Empowering Lyppard
people!
AusVantage offers the following
modules:

•
•
•
•
•

General Ledger
Creditors/Debtors
Asset/ Lease Register
Payroll/ HR
Business Intelligence

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Inventory Control
Warehouse Management
Bills of Materials/ Job Costing
Importing
Purchasing
Order Processing
Invoicing

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Point of Sale
CRM
Quotations
Telesales
Ecommerce- Clear Connect
Service Management
Hire/ Rental Management
Project Costing
Sales Analysis

contact details
Uniware Pty Ltd
19 Walkers Road,
Nunawading, 3131
PO Box 349
Nunawading , 3131
Ph: +61 3 8804 0804
Fax: +61 3 8804 0805
www.uniware.com.au
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